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1. GENERAL
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ELECTRIFIED BUS WIRE (750 VOLTS OR LESS)
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C. Over Streetcar or Electrified Bus Wires
(750 Volts or Less) 10

1.01 This section covers the methods used in plac
ing, replacing, lowering, and removing aerial

service (drop wire).

1.02 This section is reissued to include information
on the ASW-l/18'h-F (F drop wire) dispos

able carton/dispenser (Comcode 103893640). Revision
arrows are used to indicate the more significant
changes.

1.03 In placing a drop wire, the following basic
principals are to be followed:

(a) Locate the wire dispenser and lay the wire
without causing a hazard to pedestrians or

motorists.

8. LOWERING DROP WIRE

A. Lowering Wire Span From a Pole or
Strand

10

11

(b) Raise the drop wire with a handline while
standing at ground level whenever the drop

wire is to cross a roadway or other hazards.
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SECTION 462-400-206

(c) Wear insulating gloves whenever there is a
possibility that the drop wire or handline may

come in contact with power wires.

1.04 Avoid placing a drop wire over tstreetcar or
electrified bust wires (750 volts or less) or sec

ondary power conductors if other means of installing
the wire is practical. Under no conditions shall a drop
wire be placed over primary supply conductors.

1.05 All poles must be visually examined (some
require testing) before climbing or placing a

ladder against a pole or Btrand, as described in Sec
tion 620-131-010. Whenever it is necessary to place an
extension ladder against a suspension strand, test
the strand as described in Section 460-300-110.

1.06 Drop wires shall be placed so the clearances
specified in Section 462-070-015 are met.

1.07 In placing or replacing a drop wire, except
when crossing over a tstreetcar or electrified

bust wire, the basic concept of having the individual
technician control the entire work operation has
proved to be the safest manner to perform this task.

1.08 On busy or high speed roadways where traffic
must be controlled, to safely place a drop wire,

obtain the assistance of another technician. In some
cases, it may be necessary to seek the assistance of
the local law enforcement agency to control the traf
fic.

1.09 Whenever it is necessary to alert or divert
oncoming traffic, or guard any part of the

work area, place appropriate warning devices as de
scribed in Section 620-135-010.

2. PRECAUTIONS

2.01 Never place a drop wire over primary power
conductors.

2.02 Insulating gloves shall be worn by technicians
when performing operations where the

handline or drop wire may come in contact with the
power wires.

2.03 The handline used for raising a drop wire shall
be free from metallic strands and preferably

dry.

2.04 When necessary to carry the handline up a
pole or ladder, secure one end of the handline
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to the B handline carrier (Fig. 1). The steel loop of the
B handline carrier is designed to release the handline
if it is placed under tension. If a B handline carrier
is not available, double the end of the handline back
on itself and place the loop under the side or back of
the body belt, so it will be readily released when
placed under tension.

Fig. 1-8 Handline Carrier

2.05 Never release the drop wire or attachment
from a span while working inside the angle

formed by the wire.

2.06 tDANGER: Foreign voltage can be pres-
ent on buildings covered with metal sid

ing. Test siding with the 188A test set or
similar test equipment before starting any
work. Refer to Section 081-705-102 for use of
the 188A test set. When attaching galvanized at
tachments on buildings with aluminum siding in
highly corrosive areas (industrial and marine), apply
a coating of KS-14681 Ll antirust compound to alu
minum siding at the point of contact to prevent cor
rosive action.•

2.07 Avoid working from a ladder placed against a
building with the side rails crossing a wire run

or in any other position where movement of the wire,
due to loosening of the attachments, would cause an
accident.



2.08 When a drop wire is to be attached to a span
clamp, place the base of the extension ladder

on the field side of the suspension strand, not in the
roadway. If there is no street or highway adjacent to
the span clamp, place the ladder against the strand,
opposite the drop wire run to the building.

2.09 In placing or replacing a drop wire, precau
tions must be taken to ensure that the drop

wire or handline will not slide along or become disen
gaged from its support. Whenever there is such a pos-

APPROX. I I N. LOOP
FOR-HANDLINE.

SHORT LENGTH
OF GROUND WIRE.

3 HALF TWISTS
TO SECURE
GUIDE LOOP.

ANGLE SCREW

APPROX. I IN. LOOP
FOR HANDLINE.

DROP WIRE HOOK
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sibility, place a temporary guide to enclose the drop
wire by anyone of the following methods:

• At strand-attach an E span clamp.

• At pole-attach a C bridle ring.

• At building attachment-use a short piece of
ground wire to form a guide loop as shown in
Fig. 2.

APPROX. I IN. LOOP
FOR HANDLINE.

llr
:P~

u===i

HOUSE BRACKET

TEMPORARY "5" KNOB
OR 2-1/2 IN. NO. 18
GALV. WOOD SCREW
AND 7/16 IN. X I IN.

ROUND WASHER

"s" KNOB

Fig. 2-Temporary Guide Loop
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3. PLACING DROP WIRE OVER ROADWAY tUSING
CARTON/DISPENSER.

A. No Interference

3.01 When drop wire is to be placed over a road
way, free of any interference, place the wire in

the following manner:

(a) Install the building attachment and secure the
drop wire to this attachment. Complete build

ing run and keep drop wire dispenser near the
building to avoid accidents or damage to wire
(Fig. 3).

(b) From the ground level, throw or place a
handline over the strand, guard arm, drive

hook, or cross arm so both ends reach the ground.
Leave excess length in the portion of the handline
towards the building. After the handline is in
place, tie it to the base of the pole or lower rungs,
of the ladder to avoid interference with pedestri
ans or vehicles. If it is necessary to climb the pole
or ladder to place the handline, install drop wire
support as needed.

(c) Carry the drop wire dispenser from the build-
ing to the edge of the roadway, paying out suf

ficient slack to ensure the wire rests flat on the
ground. tUse viewing port on side of dispenser for
estimating amount of wire remaining in, carton
(Fig. 4).•

VIEWING PORT

Fig. 3-Drop Wire Attached to Building

Fig. 4-Viewing Port on Dispenser

Note: If a solid rubber tire vehicle (not air
inflated tires) passes over the wire, return the
drop wire reel back to the building side of the
roadway and pull the wire from the roadway.
Inspect the wire for possible damage and re
place or repair if necessary.

(d) When no traffic is approaching, carry the drop
wire dispenser across the roadway to the pre

viously placed handline, paying out the wire so it
rests flat on the ground.

DISPENSER SHOULD REMAIN
NEAR BUILDING WHILE INSTALLING

BUILDING RUN

-----------------
--------------------__--f--Jd~~!1lI---===1J[lli:==il~'"=-_--1i-t-l----J-
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(e) Release the handline from the base of the pole
or ladder . tEstimate the amo unt of drop wire

need ed to reach th e termina l. Cut th e dro p wire
an d ta pe th e end of the drop from the bui lding to
th e handline (Fig. 5).

F~ . 5 - Handline Taped to Drop Wire

-,
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(f) After cutting drop wire, place plug in wire dis
penser hole (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 -Plug in Wire Dispenser Hole

(g) Tape the drop wire to the handl ine as sho wn
in Fig. 7. The handline mus t be long enough so

both ends are accessible fr om the gro und during
the entire raising operation.•

DIRECTION OF PULL. --+

~APPROX . 3 IN. -----!

:3 WRAPS OF TAPE AROUND
DROP WIRE AND HANDLINE.

SINGLE HALF- LAPPED LAYERS
OF TAPE AROUND DROP WIRE

AND HANDLIN E TO END OF WIRE.

Fig. 7 -Alternate Tie to Prevent Snagging
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(h) Grasp the free end of the handline and, when
no vehicles or pedest ri an s are approaching,

raise the drop wire as shown in Fig . 8. If it is neces
sary to remove excess slack from the spa n as the
wire is being raised, pull the wire .and handline
over the strand to obtain clea rance as needed .•

Fig. 8-Raising Drop Wire -Dispenser M ethod
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(i) After the drop wir e has been ra ised to the ap
prox imate requ ired height, secure the handline

to the base of the pole (Fig . 9) or to the lower rungs
of the ladder .

Fig. 9 -Drop Wire Raised to Appro><'_n-;'te Height -Dis
penser Method



(j) Climb the pole or ladder and attach drop wire
to the pole or strand without removing

handline from the drop wire. When attaching drop
wire to a span clamp, the ladder will force the
strand out of line. Make necessary adjustments to
ensure proper sag and clearance after the ladder
is removed.

(k) Remove handline from drop wire and com
plete connection.

B. Tree Interference

3.02 Placing drop wire through trees shall be
avoided when practical. However, if trees can

not be avoided, proceed in the following manner:

(a) When the tree is located on the same side of
the roadway as the building:

(1) Place the drop wire dispenser on the side
toward the pole line. If the tree overhangs

the road, the dispenser shall not be placed in the
road unless it is properly guarded by means of
a company truck or safety cone.

(2) Warning: The handline and drop wire
shall not overhang the road unless

properly guarded. If practical, park the
company truck so it will shield the
handline and drop wire. Place the handline
in the desired location among branches of the
tree. Attach the drop wire and pull into position
among the branches. A wire raising tool may be
used to facilitate this operation.

(3) Attach drop wire to building, as covered in
paragraph 3.01, making sure the wire rests

flat on the ground between tree and building.

(4) Complete wire run across roadway to pole
or span clamp as covered in paragraph

3.01 (b) through (k).

(b) Procedure where tree is located in the immedi
ate vicinity of pole or span clamp:

. (1) Warning: The handline shall not over-
hang the street unless guarded. If

pra!'.f;ical, position the company truck so
it will shield the handline. Place handline
over strand, guard arm, drive hook, or cross arm
and among-the tree branches as illustrated in
Fig. 10, so the -drop wire may be raised into posi
tion. A wire raising tool may be used to facili-
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tate this operation. After the handline is placed,
tie it off to the pole or lower rungs of the ladder
to avoid interference with pedestrians or vehi
cles.

PORTION HANDLINE ON SAME SiDE OF
STRAND AS BUILDING WITH A

SUFFICIENT LENGTH COiLED ON
GROUND SO AS TO BE ACCESSIBLE

DURING ENTIRE RAISING OPERATION.

Fig. 10-Drop Wire Tied to Handline

(2) Place the drop wire as covered in paragraph
3.01 (a) through (d) and raise the wire at the

pole of strand end of the span as outlined in
Steps (3), (4), (5), and (6).

(3) With the drop wire crossing the roadway
and resting flat on the ground, remove suf

ficient wire from drop wire dispenser to reach
the terminating point.

(4) Cut and tape the drop wire to the handline
as shown in Fig. 7. The handline must be

long enough so both ends are accessible from
the ground during the entire raising operation.
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(5) When no vehicles or pedestrians are ap-
proaching, raise the drop wire by pulling

the end of the handline placed over the strand
or pole attachment. If necessary, the handline
can be pulled in either direction to work the
drop wire into position as shown in Fig. 11.

HANDLINE ATTACHED TO DROP WIRE
AT THIS POINT.

(a) Place the handline over the strand, guard arm,
drive hook, or cross arm and raise the drop

wire to the approximate required height and se
cure the handline to the pole or strand.

(b) Attach the drop wire to the pole or strand
without removing the handline until the drop

wire is secured.

5. PLACING DROP WIRE OVER SECONDARY POWER
SUPPLY

(b) Payout the drop wire from the first building
attachment so it rests flat on the ground.

(a) Place the handline in the drop wire attach
ment at the second building.

Between Two Buildings

(c) At the dispenser, with the handline, cut and
tape the drop wire to the handline.

(f) Ascend the ladder ·to attach the drop wire
clamp and complete the drop wire run.

(e) Tie the handline to a substantial and secure
support near the base of the building.

(d) From ground level, raise the drop to the de
sired height.

B.

4.02 Place drop wire between two buildings in the
same manner as a building to pole run, provid

ing as much sag as practical and still maintaining
proper clearance. However, after attaching the drop
wire to the first building:

RAiSE DROP WIRE TO APPROXIMATE
REQUIRED HEIGHT BY PULLING
PORTION OF HANDLINE ON OPPOSITE
SIDE OF STRAND FROM BUILDING.

CONTROL THIS PORTION OF
HANDLINE SO THAT DROP WIRE CAN
BE PULLED BACK AND FORTH TO
CLEAR TREE BRANCHES AND CAN BE
PULLED TO GROUND IF NECESSARY.

Fig. II-Raising Drop Wire

(6) After the wire has been raised to the ap-
proximate height, tie the handline to the

base of the pole or to the lower rungs of the lad
der and complete the operation as outlined in
paragraph 3.01 (j) and (k).

4. PLACING DROP WIRE OTHER THAN OVER ROAD

WAY 'USING CARTON/DISPENSER.

A. Between Building and Pole or Strand

5.01 When there is no alternative and a drop wire
must be placed over secondary power wires,

follow the same procedures outlined in other parts of
this practice and:

(a) Wear insulating gloves.

(b) Do not allow wire to contact other body parts.

(c) Minimize the amount of time a drop wire or
handline is exposed to a secondary power

source by placing and raising the wire" .fthout de
lay.

4.01 When placing a drop wire which does not cross
a roadway, follow the methods outlined in

paragraph 3.01 or 3.02.

(d) Throw or place a dry handl ;.tieover the second
ary conductors, tape or tiethe drop wire to the
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handline and from the ground level from the sec
ond building attachment at pole or strand.

6. PLACING DROP WIRE OVER.STREETCAR OR ELEC
TRIFIED BUS WIRE (750 VOlTS OR LESS) USING
CARTON/DISPENSER.

6.01 When placing a drop wire over .streetcar or
electrified bus. wire, the following additional

precautions are to be taken:

• Two technicians shall be used for this opera
tion.

• Both technicians shall wear insulating
gloves.

• A dry handline shall be placed in the span
over the .streetcar or electrified bus. power
supply to pull the drop wire.

• One technician shall control the dispenser
end of the wire, while the other technician
exerts a strain on the handline to pull the
drop wire.

• The drop wire should not be permitted to con
tact a .streetcar or electrified bus. wire.

• When necessary, obtain assistance of the
local law enforcement agency on busy or high
speed roadways.

6.02 Proceed as follows:

(a) If the span over the tstreetcar or electrified
bus. wire is to extend from a building to a

pole, install the building attachment. In a pole to
pole span, fasten the attachment at the pole.

(b) If there is any possibility that the drop wire
or handline could become disengaged during a

pulling operation, place a temporary guide as de
scribed in paragraph 2.09.

(c) .Estimate and pace off the amount of wire to
be placed. Cut the drop wire and tape it to the

handline (Fig. 7).•

(d) When no vehicles or pedestrians are ap-
proaching, one technician is to throw the free

end of the handline over the .streetcar or electri
fied bus. wi.p, while the other technician, using a
warning flag~L alert for any oncoming traffic.
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(e) If the drop wire is to extend to a pole or strand,
throw or place the handline over the attach

ment and pull the slack out of the handline.

(f) If the drop wire extends to a building attach
ment, place the handline over the drive hook or

other support and pull the slack out of the
handline.

(g) With the handline in place, one technician
maintains a strain on the handline while the

other technician secures the drop wire to the
handline as shown in Fig. 10. Any slack in the
handline and drop wire is to be tpulled taut and
secured.•

(h) The drop wire can be safely pulled over the
.streetcar or electrified bus. wire, with one

technician controlling the action of the drop wire
dispenser and the other technician pulling the
drop wire across the span with the handline.

(i) The handline is to be tied to the base of the pole
or ladder after a sufficient length is obtained

for terminating purposes.

(j) The drop wire is to be secured to its attach-
ment at the dispenser end of the drop wire and

then at the terminating end, always maintaining
sufficient tension on the wire to keep it clear of the
tstreetcar or electrified bus. wire.

(k) Verify that the drop wire clearance conforms
to the requirements in Section 462-070-015.

(I) Place a wire guard at the point where the drop
wire crosses the tstreetcar or electrified bus.

wire.

7. REPLACING DROP WIRE

A. Over Roadway, Secondary Wires, or Other Hazards
(Not tStreetcar or Electrified Bus. Wires)

7.01 When it is necessary to replace a defective
drop wire, the same basic principals outlined

in this practice on the placing of the wire must be fol
lowed. The existing drop wire can be used as a means
to pull in the new drop wire. Proceed as follows when
the existing drop wire has a normal sag:

Note: See paragraph 7.02 if a taut span is
encountered.

(a) Locate the drop wire dispenser at the building,
pole, or strand.
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(b) Firmly tape the new drop wire at the building
attachment to the existing wire beyond the

drop wire clamp.

(c) Warning: Never release the drop wire
or attachment from a span while work

ing inside the angle formed by the wire. As
cend the pole or ladder and remove the old drop
wire and clamp from its attachment and place the
new wire in the drop wire hook or similar attach
ment.

(d) At the terminating end of the drop wire, se-
cure a handline to the base of the pole or lad

der. Ascend the pole or ladder and firmly secure
the rope to the existing drop wire with tape at a
point in the span beyond the drop wire clamp.

(e) Release the drop wire clamp from its attach
ment and remove it from the existing drop

wire. Cut the old drop wire end near the rope.

(f) Descend the pole or ladder and pull in the re-
placement wire from the ground level. After

allowing the required amount of wire for termi
nating, tie off the handline at the base of the pole
or ladder.

(g) Place and secure the necessary attachments at
the dispenser end of the drop wire and then at

the terminating end.

B. Taut Span

7.02 Special precautions shall be taken when a taut
drop wire span is encountered. Technicians

are always expected to visually examine poles before
climbing or working from a strand or pole supported
equipment as covered in Section 620-131-010, but it is
more important when confronted with a taut span. A
damaged or defected pole may be the cause of the taut
wire.

7.03. Before replacing or lowering a taut span, re
lease the tension in the span in the following

manner:

(a) Tie the handline to the base of the pole or to
the lower rungs of the extension ladder.

(b) Disconnect the drop wire from the terminal
and remove the free end from the rings on the

pole.

(c) Place a temporary drop wire clamp on the
wire, about 1 foot out in the span. Seat the

clamp firmly on the wire.
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(d) Pass a loop of the handline through the tail of
the temporary drop wire clamp. Apply enough

strain to relieve the tension on the original drop
wire clamp and secure the handline.

(e) Remove and relocate the original drop wire
clamp to allow near normal sag on the drop

wire.

(f) Slowly release the strain on the handline and
secure the drop wire clamp to its original at

tachment.

(g) Remove the temporary drop wire clamp and
proceed to replace or remove the drop wire as

covered in other parts of this practice.

C. Over .Streetcar or Electrified Bus. Wires (750 Volts
or Less)

7.04 When replacing a drop wire span over a
.streetcar or electrified bus. power supply,

follow the procedures described in paragraph 7.01
and take additional precautions specified in Part 6,
which includes:

• Two technicians shall be used for this opera
tion.

• Insulating gloves must be worn.

• One technician shall control the dispenser
end of the span and the other technician at
the pulling end.

• The drop wire is to be pulled in without con
tacting a .streetcar or electrified bus. wire.

8. LOWERING DROP WIRE

8.01 Warning: The lowering of a taut drop
wire span requires that special precau

tions be taken to ensure that the wire is low
ered safely. The excessive strain on a taut
span must be released, as covered in para
graph 7.02, before the drop wire is lowered. A
wire span may be dropped from a pole providing con
ditions are such that:

(a) The drop wire does not cross over a roadway,
a .streetcar or electrified bus. wire, .;,t a sec-

ondary power wire. /

(b) The drop wire will not interff'~d with pedestri
ans or cause property dam"fge.



(c) The drop wire will not be struck by passing
vehicles.

If any of these conditions are present, the span
shall be lowered by the handline method described
in paragraphs 8.02 and 8.03.

A. Lowering Wire Span From a Pole or Strand

8.02 Lower the drop wire from its attachment on
a pole or strand in the following manner:

(a) Lash a handline securely to the base of the
pole or ladder rungs, allowing a sufficient

length on the ground so both ends will be accessi
ble from theground.level until the wire has been
lowered.

(b) Warning: The handline shall not over-
hang the street unless it is properly

guarded. If practical, park the company
vehicle so it will shield the handline. Throw
or place the other end of the handline over the
strand, guard arm, drive hook, or cross arm so the
end reaches the ground. If the drop wire passes
through a tree in the immediate vicinity, place the
handline so it follows the route ofthe wire through
the tree. A wire raising tool may be used to facili
tate this operation. After the handline has been
placed, tie it to the base of the pole or ladder to
avoid interference from pedestrians or vehicles.

(c) Disconnect the drop wire from the terminal
and release the free end up to the drop wire

clamp.

(d) Place a temporary drop wire clamp on the wire
to be lowered, about 1 foot out in the span.

Seat the clamp firmly on the wire.

(e) Tie a loop of the handline to the tail of the tem
porary drop wire clamp so the lashed end of

the handline is sufficiently taut to remove tension
from the original drop wire clamp.

(f) Remove the original drop wire clamp from the
drop wire, leaving the wire suspended by the

temporary drop wire clamp and the lashed end
line.

(g) Return ';0 the ground level. Untie the handline
from the'base of the poles or ladder rungs,

and, when no vehicles or pedestrians are ap
proaching, lower the drop wire to the ground. The
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technician shall have control of both ends of the
handline (Fig. 12) so a pull can be exerted in either
direction to work the drop wire among tree
branches or to raise the wire quickly if necessary.

Fig. 12-Lowering Drop Wire

B. Lowering Wire Span Between Buildings

8.03 The following method shall be used when it is
necessary to lower a drop wire between build

ings with a handline:

(a) Select the end of the drop wire span at which
the operation can be best performed.

(b) Remove the drop wire from hardware attach
ments on the building up to the first attach

ment. Do not remove the drop wire clamp which
supports the wire span.

(c) Place the handline over the drive hook or simi-
lar attachment, so the end of the handline to

ward the span reaches the ground level. If there is
a possibility that the handline could become acci
dentally disengaged during the lowering process,
place a temporary guide to enclose the attachment
as described in paragraph 2.09.
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(d) Place a temporary drop wire clamp on the wire
to be lowered, about 1 foot out in the span.

Seat the clamp firmly on the wire.

(e) Tie a loop of the handline to the tail of the tem
porary drop wire clamp.

(f) Return to the ground. Pull the long end of the
handline sufficiently taut to remove tension

from the original drop wire clamp. Tie the
handline firmly at the base of the building, sup
porting the wire span by means of the temporary
drop wire clamp and handline.

(g) Remove the original drop wire clamp from the
building attachment.

(h) Return to the ground level with the handline
and lower the drop wire to the ground.

C. lowering Wire Span Crossing Over Secondary Power
Wires

8.04 When it is necessary to lower a drop wire span
which crosses a secondary power supply, fol

low the procedures outlined in paragraph 8.02 or 8.03
and:

(a) Wear insulating gloves.

(b) If the drop wire span to be lowered includes
the end which was connected to the terminal,

cut off the exposed conductor ends.

(c) After lowering the drop wire to the ground
level and removing the temporary drop wire

clamp, free the drop wire from the power contact
without delay.

(d) In the lowering process, the technician shall
not contact the drop wire with any part of the

body other than with the insulating gloves.

(e) If there is a possibility that the drop wire or
handline could become disengaged during the

operation, place a temporary guide as described in
paragraph 2.09.

D. lowering Wire Span Crossing Over .Streetcar or Elec
trified Bus. Power Wires

8.05 When it is necessary to remove or lower a drop
wire span crossing over a .streetcar or electri

fied bus power. wire, the following additional protec
tion shall be taken:
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• Two technicians shall be used for this opera
tion.

• The span over the .streetcar or electrified
bus power supply. must be lowered indepen
dently of any additional spans.

• Both technicians shall wear insulating
gloves.

• A dry handline, of sufficient length to reach
across the .streetcar or electrifiedbus. span,
is to be used for this operation. The end to
which the long handline is attached depends
upon job conditions.

• The drop wire end to which the long handline
is attached should be securely taped, instead
of being secured to a temporary drop wire
clamp. This will allow it to pass over or
through any attachments.

• The drop wire should not be permitted to con
tact the .streetcar or electrified bus. wire.

• Excessive strain on a taut drop wire span
must first be released, as covered in para
graph 7.03, before any other operations are
begun.

• If there is a possibility that the drop wire or
handline could become disengaged during the
operation, place a temporary guide as de
scribed in paragraph 2.09.

8.06 Proceed in the following manner to remove
the drop wire from the .streetcar or electri

fied bus. span:

(a) Place the long handline over the strand, pole
attachment, or building attachment.

(b) Tape the free end of the handline to the drop
wire at the drop wire clamp toward the span.

(c) Secure the handline by tying it to the base of
the pole or lower ladder rung. (In a building

to-building span, secure the handline to a stable
support at ground level.)

(d) Disconnect the drop wire from the terminal
and its attachments (in a building-to-building

span, cut the drop wire) and remove the drop wire
clamp. The drop wire is now;",/cured to the long
handline. .
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(e) At the other end of the span, secure another
handline to the drop wire so the pulling opera

tion can be performed from the ground level as fol
lows:

(1) Secure the handline to the base of the pole
or lower rung of the extension ladder.

(2) Place the handline over the strand or pole
attachment.

(3) Tape the handline to the drop wire at the
clamp end toward the span.

(4) Remove the drop wire clamp (the entire
span is now secured by both handlines).

Note: If the tstreetcar or electrified bus.
span is attached to a building, the additional
handline would not be used for the pulling oper
ation.

(f) With both technicians at the ground level, the
drop wire and handline can be pulled across

the span. An even steady strain should be applied
to keep the drop wire free of the .streetcar or elec
trified bus. contact.

(g) The long handline, pulled across the span, is to
be secured and can be used to pull in the same

or new drop wire.

PLACINGDROP WIREUSING C DROP WIREREEL (AT
7S98)

ISS 3, SECTION 462-400-206
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DROP WIRE PAYING OFF
FROM BOTTOM OF REEL

DROP WIRE REEL SHOULD REMAIN
NEAR BUILDING WHILE INSTALLING

BUILDING RUN

Fig. 13-Drop Wire Attached to Building-Reel Method

A. No Interference

9.01 When a drop wire is to be placed over a road
way free of any interference, place the wire in

the following manner.

(a) Caution: Before proceeding with the fol-
lowing operation, fasten the inner end

ofthe coil ofdrop wire securely to one ofthe
rigid spokes ofthe drop wirereeJ. Install the
building attachment and secure the drop wire to
this support, Complete building run and keep drop
wire reel near the building to avoid accidents or
damage to wire (Fig. 13).

(b) From the ground level, throw or place a
handline over the strand, guard arm, drive

hook, or cross arm so that both ends reach the
ground. Leave excess length in the portion of the
handline towards the building. After the handline
is in place, tie it to the base of the pole or lower
rungs of the ladder to avoid interference with pe
destrians or vehicles. If it is necessary to climb the
pole or ladder to place the handline, install any
drop wire support needed.

(c) Roll the drop wire reel from the building to the
edge of the roadway, paying out sufficient

slack to ensure the wire rests flat on the ground.
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(d) When no t raffic is approaching, roll the drop
wire ree l across the roadway to the previously

placed handline, paying out the wire so it rests flat
on the ground.

Note: If a solid rubbe r ti re vehicle passes
over the wire, return th e drop wire ree l back to
the building side of the roadway an d pull the
wire fr om the roa dway. Inspect the wire for pos
sible dam age and rep lace or repai r if necessary.

(e) Release the ha ndline from the base of the pole
or ladder. Tie a bowline knot at the end of the

handline toward the bui lding and aro und the drop
wire at the reel as shown in Fig. 14. Be careful not
to raise the wire on the roadway when securing th e
rope. Take up any excess wire on the reel.

(f) Set the brake of the drop wire reel so that
when the wire is raised by the handline there

will be sufficient tension on the wire to enab le it
to be pulled up to the app rox imate requ ire d height
in the span over the roadway.

(g) After checking to make sure the drop wire reel
is in a stable position and its brake is properly

set, grasp the free end of the handline. When no
vehicles or pedestrians are app roac hing, raise the
drop wire as shown in Fig . 15. If it is necessary to
remove excess slack from the spa n as the wire is
being raised, pull the wire at the reel end to obtain
desired slack . Wind excess length of wire on reel.

(h) After the drop wire has been raised to the ap
proximate req uired height , secure the

handline to the base of the pole (Fig. 16) or to the
lower rungs of the ladder.

(i) Climb the pole or ladder and attach drop wire
to the pole or strand in a standard manner,

without removing handline from the drop wire .
When attaching drop wire to a span clamp, th e
ladder will force t he strand out of line . Make nec
essary adjustments to ensu re proper sag and
clearance after the ladder is removed.

(j) Remove ha ndline from drop wire . Cut dro p
wire of suff icient leng th to reach terminating

point. Complete connect ion in a standard manner.

Page 14

Fig. 14-Bowline Knot Placed "Around Drop Wir(~
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Fig. IS-R~ing Drop Wire-Reel Method
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Fig. 16-Drop Wire Raised to Approximate Height-Reel
Method

Pa ge IS
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B. Tree Interference

9.02 Caution: Before placing the drop wire
across the road with tree interference,

fasten the inner end of the drop wire securely
to a rigid spoke of the drop wire reel. Placing
drop wire through trees shall be avoided when practi
cal. However, if trees cannot be avoided, proceed in
the following manner:

(a) When the tree is located on the same side of
the roadway as the building:

(1) Place the drop wire reel on the side toward
the pole line. If the tree overhangs the road,

the reel shall not be placed in the road unless it
is properly guarded by means of a company
truck or equivalent.

(2) Warning: The handline and drop wire
shall not overhang the road unless

properly guarded. If practical, park the
company truck so it will shield the
handline and drop wire. Place the handline
in the desired location among branches of the
tree. Attach the drop wire and pull into position
among the branches. A wire raising tool may be
used to facilitate this operation.

(3) Attach drop wire to building, as covered in
paragraph 9.01 (a), making sure the wire

rests flat on the ground between tree and build
ing.

(4) Complete wire run across roadway to pole
or span clamp as covered in paragraph

9.01 (b) through (j).

(b) Procedure where tree is located in the immedi
ate vicinity of pole or span clamp.

(1) Warning: The handline shall not over
hang the street unless guarded. If

practical, position the company truck so
it will shield the handline. Place handline
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over strand, guard arm drive hook, or cross arm
and among the tree branches so that the drop
wire may be raised into position. A wire raising
tool may be used to facilitate this operation.
After the handline is placed, tie it off to the pole
or lower rungs of the ladder to avoid the inter
ference with pedestrians or vehicles.

(2) Place the drop wire as covered in paragraph
9.01 (a), (c), and (d) and raise the wire at the

pole of strand end of the span as outlined in
Steps (3), (4), (5), and (6).

(3) With the drop wire crossing the roadway
and resting flat on the ground, remove suf

ficient wire from drop wire reel to reach the ter
minating point.

(4) Tie the drop wire to the handline as shown
in Fig. 9. The handline must be long enough

so that both ends are accessible from the ground
during the entire raising operation.

Note: If the handline is to be placed over a
support or attachment on which a square knot
would snag, fasten the wire to the handline as
shown in Fig. 10.

(5) When no vehicles or pedestrians are ap-
proaching, raise the drop wire by pulling

the end of the handline placed over the strand
or pole attachment. If necessary, the handline
can be pulled in either direction to work the
drop wire into position as shown in Fig. 11.

(6) After the wire has been raised to the ap-
proximate height, tie the handline to the

base of the pole or to the lower rungs of the lad
der and complete the operation as outlined in
paragraph 9.01 (i) and (j).

9.03 When placing drop wire in other areas using
the drop wire reel, follow the procedures out

lined in Sections 4 through 8.
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